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Discover the myFirst Fone R2, a revolutionary
smartwatch designed for kids aged 5-12. This all-in-one
wearable combines a phone, GPS, music player, 5MP
camera, clock, and fitness tracker. Features include a
stunning 1.3-inch AMOLED display, customizable Magic
Button, sleek design, and the myFirst Circle ecosystem
for family connectivity. It's water-resistant, has eSIM
technology for global connectivity, and offers
comprehensive health monitoring. Enhanced with fun
Momoji and GIFs, it's the perfect tech companion for
young explorers.

myFirst Fone R2 - The ultimate all-in-one wearable smartwatch designed specifically for kids.
This innovative device seamlessly combines the functionalities of a phone, GPS tracker, music player, camera, clock,
and fitness tracker, making it an ideal choice for children aged 5 to 12. It’s fully compatible with the latest FoneOS and
the myFirst Circle mobile application, ensuring kids can stay connected with their friends and families safely.

Stunning AMOLED display
This smartwatch boasts a brilliant 1.3-inch AMOLED screen with an enhanced pixel resolution of 360×360, ensuring
sharper text and vibrant visuals. Whether you’re indoors or outdoors, the screen remains clear and vivid. Thanks to the
auto ambient light sensor, the AMOLED display adjusts its brightness according to the surrounding light conditions, all
while consuming less power compared to traditional LCD screens.

Customize the New Magic Button
The Magic Button on top of the watch lets you access custom functions with single, double, or long presses. It’s
designed for both left- and right-handed users and can be operated effortlessly with your index finger. For example, a
long press can send a voice message to your mom, a double click can open the camera, and a triple click can play
music.

Lighter and sleeker design
Our design team successfully reduced the thickness from 16.5mm to an impressive 13.6mm, giving the R2 a sleek,
traditional watch-like profile. In addition, the R2 is now 7 grams lighter than the previous R1s, weighing only 48 grams.
The brand-new elastic straps have been adjusted to ensure a snug and comfortable fit around the wrist.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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myFirst Circle - A connected ecosystem for families
myFirst Circle is a system that connects your myFirst Fone R2 to your smartphone and other myFirst Circle devices, so
you can easily share photos and videos with your family, no matter where you are. It also offers features to help
families stay connected, such as location tracking, safe zones, and notifications.

Meet Momoji
Kids adore the added Giphy stickers in our app. Today, we’re taking the joy further by introducing an exciting new way
to express yourself—Momoji. With Momoji, kids can charge it up and send it to their friends. It’s context-aware and
offers haptic feedback for an immersive experience. Sending a Ducky Momoji will even flood the screen! Plus, enjoy a
brand-new color scheme.

Meet Knock-Knock
A curious way to discover what others are up to. Simply send a ‘Knock-knock,’ and when they receive it, they respond
with a camera snapshot from their watch or phone, sharing their current moment.

Smart location classification
In the past, manual GPS tracking intervals were inconvenient, either draining the battery too quickly or providing
insufficient data. Now, with Smart Location Tracking, advanced sensors and WIFI signals enhance tracking precision.
Coupled with Smart Location Classification, our app offers insightful context for a child’s daily movements. For
instance, parents can effortlessly track their child’s journey, from playing on the seventh floor to visiting a friend on the
fifteenth floor, providing peace of mind.

More colors to choose from
In addition to our signature Cotton Candy Mix, we’re introducing four more vibrant colors, offering a wide variety to
match every personality and style. With these exciting additions, our myFirst Fone is now more versatile and stylish
than ever, making it the perfect accessory for your child’s daily adventures

Global connectivity made simple
Equipped with eSIM technology, offering seamless global connectivity without the hassle of physical SIM cards. Enjoy
unlimited call, video call, and app messaging capabilities, making it a breeze to switch carriers and plans, whether
you’re traveling abroad or seeking a more flexible cellular connection. Our current eSIM service covers 85 countries
worldwide, with ongoing expansion plans. Plus, our basic plans start at just $5 per month, and your first month’s
subscription is on us!

Enhanced water resistance and water-lock mode
The myFirst Fone R2 is designed to withstand the splashes and spills of active kids, boasting water resistance up to 3
meters for 5 minutes. For added reassurance, the water-lock mode prevents accidental screen touches and ejects any
trapped water from the speaker port, ensuring seamless operation even in the most water-filled environments. So let
your kids dive into their aquatic adventures with complete peace of mind.

New camera features
This year, we’ve upgraded the camera sensor from 2 to 5MP, with an 84-degree wide-angle lens, perfect for capturing
better selfies. To simplify the selfie experience, we’ve introduced a new gesture for automatic photo capture. After
taking a photo, you can swipe to select from a variety of filters to enhance your pictures.

Comprehensive heart rate monitoring and fitness tracking
Monitor your child’s heart rate and fitness statistics, including steps taken, calories burned, and distance covered.
Through the myFirst Circle app, parents can establish high heart rate alerts. Should a child’s heart rate surpass the
designated threshold, the watch will promptly notify them to take it easy

Transform your mood with innovative clock faces
Speaking of style, this year, we’ve broadened our range of clock faces, now offering both analog and
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digital designs. We’ve also introduced new sports functions to elevate your overall experience.

Real-time communication
Using cellular networks, the Fone R2 and smartphone can converse in real time through either voice or video calls.
This means that you can always see and hear the people who matter most to you, no matter where you are in the
world.

Longer battery life
The auto ambiance light sensor and low-powered AMOLED display work together to reduce power consumption by
20% by automatically adjusting the screen brightness based on the surrounding light and only consuming power when
pixels are lit.

Intelligent temperature regulation
To ensure optimal performance and safety, the Fone R2 is equipped with Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC)
thermistors that enable intelligent temperature regulation. In the event of extreme temperatures, the R2 will decisively
initiate a system shutdown to prevent any potential damage.

Fun stickers & GIFs for messaging
Add a splash of fun and personality to your personal and group messages with the Fone R2's wide variety of stickers
and GIFs. Whether you're sending a quick hello or sharing a funny moment, stickers and GIFs are a great way to add
some flair to your communication

MP3 Player
Comes with an MP3 player and built-in loudspeaker that provides up to 10 hours playback time which is great for
music or listening to audiobooks. Feel the joy of having 1500 songs on your wrist!

Dual-purpose button
The large button on the side of the watch serves a dual purpose, enabling both seamless photo capture for instant
sharing of cherished moments and, when held for a prolonged period, triggering an SOS call that immediately alerts
guardians.

Tech specs

    •  Display: 1.3”AMOLED round screen
    •  Camera: 5MP front camera
    •  Battery: 605 mAh
    •  Work time: 6 hours
    •  USB charging: 5V, 1A
    •  Storage: 8GB
    •  Weight: 48g
    •  SIM Type: eSIM
    •  Positioning: Wi-Fi, GPS, LBS
    •  App supports: iOS 11.0 & Android 9.0 above

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0850054268136

Manufacturer number: KW1306SA-NW01

Product weight: 0.05 kilograms
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